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Frank Bidart

Books & Poetry Collections of Bidart


Works edited by Bidart


Essays by Bidart

Bidart, Frank. "Pre-Existing Forms: We Fill Them and When We Fill Them We Change Them and Are Changed." Salmagundi 128 (Fall 2000): 109-122.


Interviews with & Biographies of Bidart


Critical Reviews of Bidart


Quinn, Justin. "Frank Bidart and the Fate of the Lyric." *PN Review* 27, no. 6 (Summer 2001): 40-42.
Louise Glück

Books & Poetry Collections by Glück


_______. Descending Figure. New York: Ecco Press, 1980.


Essays by Glück


**Interviews & Biographies**


**Critical Reviews of Glück**


Robert Pinsky

Works of Poetry by Pinsky


Other Collections of Writing


Essays by Pinsky


**Translations**


Works edited by Pinsky


Interviews with and Biographies of Pinsky


A PBS interview with Robert Pinsky and Elizabeth Farnsworth.


Open forum conversation with Pinsky and others.


**Critical Review and Essays on Pinsky**


Sacks, Peter. "'Also This, Also That': Robert Pinsky's Poetics of Inclusion." *Agni* 36 (1992): 272-280.


